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Disclaimer by GCAPL

The information in this document is for the Commercial and Opportunistic Residential Real Estate Fund

(CORRE). The fund is registered as AIF Category II with SEBI. Ganu Corpus Advisory Private Limited (GCAPL) is

a Company registered under the Companies Act, 2013, and is the Asset Management Company (AMC) or

Investment Manager (IM) to the CORRE Fund. The tools, material, ideas, strategies, plans and concepts

contained herein are proprietary and are to be used solely and exclusively to evaluate the capabilities of

GCAPL. The contents of this document are intended for your use and shall not be distributed to third parties.

This document does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy the interests, as to any

person in any jurisdiction in which it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. This is not a prospectus

or an advertisement, and it is NOT meant for circulation or solicitation in the USA as promoters respect SEC

rules and regulations. The document has not been filed, registered or approved in any jurisdiction. Recipients

of this document resident in jurisdictions in and outside India should inform themselves of and observe any

applicable legal requirements.

This document does not constitute an agreement between GCAPL and you, and receipt of this document by

you does not create any contractual relationship between yourself and GCAPL. A relationship between you and

GCAPL, if and when, will be governed by the terms of a separate written agreement to be signed by you and

GCAPL. GCAPL makes no warranties or representations, express or implied, including the warranty of

merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, or assumes any liability or responsibility for the accuracy,

completeness, reliability, timeliness or usefulness of the information provided in this document. You

acknowledge and agree that all the proprietary rights in the information received shall remain the property of

GCAPL.

The document downloaded is exclusively for purpose of non-commercial and personal use only, provided the

copyright, trademark or other proprietary notices remain unchanged, unaltered and are visible at all times to

the readers. You further agree that no right, title or interest in the content of this downloaded materials is

transferred to you as a result of any such act of copying. You also agree that you will not otherwise copy,

modify, alter display, distribute, sell, broadcast or transmit any materials provided in this document was

downloaded in any manner, without the prior written permission of GCAPL.

We believe all information to be correct at this time, however GCAPL reserves the right to amend or enhance

any of the above information as may be deemed necessary to reflect up-to-date situations.

GCAPL shall accept no liability for any damages, claims or losses of any nature, arising indirectly or directly

from use of the data or material in this document, or from the site from where it was downloaded or otherwise

howsoever arising.
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Saandip comes with vast professional experience of 24+ years,

with specific expertise in financing and investments, and a

successful track record in credible Indian + global institutions

engaged in the Indian real estate market. His institutional

experience includes blue chips like LIC, ICICI Bank, Standard

Chartered Bank and Wells Fargo. Through multiple economic

and real estate cycles, Saandip has originated, appraised and

underwritten real estate financing deals of over US$ 7 BN, and

managed real estate assets (debt + equity) of over 400 MN sqft.

MANAGEMENT – PROMOTER - DIRECTORS and STRATEGY ADVISORY BOARD

When the mission is to be better, faster, and smarter, having the best people drive

the vision forward, and create focused + sustainable strategies, accomplishes the

maximum for all. Each team member – Promoter-Director or Strategy Advisory Board

Member – is a specialist with an independent and integrated role to play.

Saandip Kundu 
(FCA, FCMA, INSEAD, MRICS)

Managing Director 

He is a Director in INTERAA, an investment banking group

based simultaneously in Singapore + Mumbai, and is

responsible for all aspects of venture investment, including

mapping the mindset of quality investors on a sector-agnostic

platform. INTERAA’s clients across the years include Jaydev

Mody, Aamir Khan Productions, Maharaj Gaj Singh of Jodhpur,

MN Tech Park, Mantri Developers, Surat Special Economic

Zone (SURSEZ) and Patni group among others.Managing Director 

STRATEGY ADVISORY BOARD

Milan A Kothary
B.E.; MBA (Finance) from UCLA, USA

PROMOTER - DIRECTORS

PRINCESS 

JAHNAVI 

KUMARI 

MEWAR

ANUJ PURI 

Chairman 

and Founder

Widely acknowledged as India’s

No. 1 thought leader in the real

estate industry. Ex-Chairman of

JLL India and an internationally

recognized expert on India’s

real estate opportunities.

RAJESH N GUPTA

Managing Partner 

SNG & Partners

A leading and respected

legal professional with huge

pedigree across Banking,

Real Estate and Cross

Border Transactions

Ex-Chairman & 

Country Head of 

Global Investment, Mergers &

Acquisitions, Exposure across

Family Offices and Royal

Families worldwide



E x t r a o r d i n a r y  T i m e s  

N e e d  

E x t r a o r d i n a r y  C o m m i t m e n t s  

F o r  

E x t r a o r d i n a r y  R e t u r n s

We will invest in select Indian commercial and opportunistic residential real

estate assets, to create value over the period of investment, thus providing

risk-adjusted returns to investors, based on robust long- and short-term

strategies, backed with disciplined, transparent and prudent processes that

tackle market swings and broaden returns expectation, to the satisfaction of

all stakeholders.

The cardinal mantra is to earn healthy cashflows, capital value appreciation

and profits, all through compliant means.

Mission Statement

“THE MONEY’S IN THE 

BANK”

is my favourite sentence

Fund Thesis

The proposed fund of size ₹ 1500 crores (US$ 225 MN) will invest in 2 asset classes, as follows:

• COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE (80% OR MORE OF TOTAL FUNDS)

Grade A office space in the top few cities that will be constructed or will be significant WIP or will be

ready in specific micro markets and across functionalities

• OPPORTUNISTIC RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE (NOT MORE THAN 20% OF TOTAL FUNDS)

Quality residential projects that are already completed but preferably with occupation certificate

will be bulk bought, and monetised over a short time period, thus providing liquidity to investors

Delhi

Pune

Hyderabad

Bengaluru

Mumbai

Gurugram
Noida

Geographic Focus 

Our fund will focus more on the Tier I cities in India. It will look to invest in 6 to 8 commercial projects and

a focused slew of opportunistic residential projects.

India has been one of the most prominent investment destinations in

the recent past and occupies a unique position. By the virtue of its size,

location and economic potential, it assumes a natural leadership role

in the region. Larger macroeconomic environment, investments and

FDI inflows has shown an increasing trend and improvements in

investor sentiments as India received huge FDI worth US$ 42 billion.

India – where is it headed?

• Introduction of initiatives such as RERA, REITs, easing of FDI norms and GST, the market witnessed

increase in investor confidence in RE sector with the quality assets being developed and transparency in

the system.

• PE investments in RE are estimated to grow to US$ 100 BN by 2026. Indian investments - US$ 36.7 BN

in 2019 (in 8 months)as compared US$ 36.5 BN in 2018.

Focus on: Commercial Real Estate

• Over the years, with robust growth of commercial office market in the country coupled with availability of

well leased asset portfolio across key locations in the country. Furthermore, with stable yields, increasing

rentals and consistent occupier demand, this segment has been the most preferred investment class by

both, global and domestic institutional investors.

• Some of the major private equity players who have invested in India.

• Maximum PE investments witnessed in major cities such as MMR, Chennai,

Hyderabad and NCR.

• Various Sovereign and Pension Funds are setting-up and expanding their

India presence, their long-term investment

Source: CBRE Research



• The Indian residential real estate market was significantly impacted by the triple tsunami of

demonetization, RERA and GST. As a result, new launches and absorption dipped

significantly.

• The affordable housing segment (units priced < ` 40 Lakh) witnessed a

gradual increase. In 2015, the affordable housing segment was ~37% of

and has increased progressively to 40% in 2019.

• The Indian residential RE segment has been dominated by affordable and

mid-segment unit as government’s focus on development and thereby

offering incentives and benefits to the developers and home buyers alike.

Focus on: Opportunistic Residential Real Estate

Unsold Ready-to-Move-in Apartments (those with Occupation Certificate)

• An analysis of the unsold inventory across the top 7 cities of India reveals that the affordable segment

accounts for the highest share and together account for 68% of the total unsold inventory.

• Across most of the cities the projects which were recently launched (less than 1 year ago) have high

amount of unsold inventory. Source: Anarock Research 

Fund Details 

(Alternative Investment Funds, Category II, SEBI) 

Proposed Fund Size ₹ 1500 crores (~US$ 225 MN)

Fund Tenure 9 years (7 years with an additional 2-years extension)

Type of Investment Structured, Equity and Mezzanine with Capital Protection and Priority Takeout

Deployment Timeframe Tentatively within 12 ~ 15 months of first closing

Preferred Investment

Stage

Commercial

80(+)% allocation

No investments will be made at land buying stage or where there are no

approvals, building permissions

✓ City wise exposure limit

✓ Developer wise exposure limit

✓ Commercial Office Space

❑ City centre prime office space including BTS

❑ Preleased properties with Cat A tenant

❑ Newer formats including supply to co-working space entities

Preferred Investment 

Stage 

Opportunistic Residential

Up to 20% allocation

✓ Only ready to move-in properties (or very close to) with OCs.

❑ First homes and within city centre locations, driven by actual end-

users

❑ Luxury homes to be considered only with specific background

Mr. Anuj Puri, Chairman of ANAROCK, and Strategy Advisory Board member of CORRE Fund, felt the

vision of the fund had merit, and so they sponsored the fund.

This watershed milestone has spurred the CORRE team to go the extra mile to secure robust

partnerships and forge long-term relationships.

sponsors



TRUSTEELEGAL

RESEARCH RESEARCH & FUNCTIONAL

TAX ADVISOR CUSTODIAN

Research, Technical & Statutory Partners

CORRE - USPs



Thank You
For more information mail at investorrelations@ganucorpus.com

Q1 2021 Update: Relevant CBRE Research for CORRE

• India will remain a preferred global outsourcing destination on the back of low-cost knowledge talent;

expected systematic growth of global capability centers, start-ups and gig workers.

• Physical offices will stay - portfolio optimization will happen via the right mix of traditional, flexible

spaces and any relevant remote working strategy.

• Enhanced global demand expected for services and R&D operations of tech firms; digital

transformation of services to drive demand for onshoring, nearshoring and end shoring operations.

CBRE’s View on Commercial RE – aligned with CORRE’S mandate and charter

CBRE’s View on Opportunistic Residential RE – aligned with CORRE’S mandate and charter

• Developers focus to remain on completing existing projects and sales conversions; ready to move-in-

projects or those nearing completion are expected to garner greater interest from home buyers.

• Joining hands with Fund – To mitigate execution risk, developer consolidation and a higher number of

JVs/JDs likely going forward.

mailto:investorrelations@ganucorpus.com


Disclaimer by INTERAA

GCAPL is a joint venture by the promoter of INTERAA.

All logos are properties of their respective companies/entities. INTERAA - which includes the companies

INTERCAPITALISE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICE AND WEALTH CONSULTANCY PRIVATE LIMITED and

INTERAA PROPERTY CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED and its owners/directors/officers – do not claim ownership of

these. INTERAA states only the relation it has with these companies and/or their owners/directors/officers for

contracts/sales/purchases that have been transacted directly and or indirectly with them or their affiliates.

INTERAA is not a finance/investment company.

It should be noted that any estimates contained herein or subsequently communicated to the recipient are

based on the information provided by the client/company. Such estimates involve subjective judgment and

accordingly, no representations are made as to their attainability. Investment opportunity and research-based

information presented may not be suitable for all investors, and as such, the latter must make their own

decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial positions, and using independent advisors

as believed necessary. We are not responsible in any way with regards to the performance of such investments.

INTERAA has by no means carried out any audit or due diligence exercise to verify either the past or current data

pertaining to the businesses including the balance sheet or profit and loss account as provided to us. If and

when an investment opportunity is structured, all investors must obtain and carefully read the related Offering

Memorandum, which will contain additional information needed to evaluate the potential investment and provide

important disclosures regarding risks, fees and expenses.

Where an investment is denominated in a currency other than the investor’s currency, changes in rate of

exchange may have an adverse effect on the value, price of, or income derived from the investment. Past

performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Income from investments may fluctuate. INTERAA

and/or its affiliates or its employees have or may have a long or short position or holding in such

companies/entities/funds.

Information gathered and material used in this document is believed to be from reliable sources. INTERAA and/or

any of its affiliates does not in any way through this material solicit any offer for purchase, sale or any financial

transaction/products of any financial instrument dealt in this material.

The document downloaded is exclusively for purpose of non-commercial and personal use only, provided the

copyright, trademark or other proprietary notices remain unchanged, unaltered and are visible at all times to the

readers. You further agree that no right, title or interest in the content of this downloaded materials is transferred

to you as a result of any such act of downloading and/or copying. You also agree that you will not otherwise copy,

modify, alter display, distribute, sell, broadcast or transmit any materials provided on the such site from where

this document was downloaded in any manner, without the prior written permission of INTERAA.

We believe all information to be correct at this time, however INTERAA reserves the right to amend or enhance

any of the above information as may be deemed necessary to reflect up-to-date situations.

The document does not comprise an offer of shares to public or an invitation to public to subscribe for shares or

an investment advice. In all cases, bidders should carry out their own evaluation and analysis of the Company

and all data set forth in this document.

This document is for private circulation and not to be distributed in countries/territories where specific

permissions are required. The document has not been filed, registered or approved in any jurisdiction. Recipients

of this document resident in jurisdictions in and outside India should inform themselves of and observe any

applicable legal requirements.

INTERAA (including its affiliates) and any of its officers, directors, personnel and employees, shall not be liable for

any loss, damage of any nature, including but not limited to direct, indirect, punitive, special, exemplary,

consequential, as also any loss of profit in any way arising from the use of this material in any manner

whatsoever. This material is strictly confidential to recipient and should not be reproduced or disseminated to

anyone else.


